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Johnson Advisors acquires international reach
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Allinial Global gives CPA/advisory firm’s clients resources beyond Southern Nevada

Local business advisory and accounting firm Johnson Advisors has become
Southern Nevada’s first and only member of Allinial Global, an association of
accounting and consulting firms whose members reinforce client service by
exchanging expertise, resources, and advice in a wide range of industries.
Founded in 1969, Allinial Global is one hundred members strong and growing,
with locations throughout the US, Canada, Mexico, Caribbean, and larger world,
generating approximately $1.6 billion in collective revenues. Its global reach
helps Johnson Advisors clients’ business needs throughout the world.
“This gives us the ability to provide something very few, if any, firms in Las
Vegas can provide. Reaching out and seamlessly finding a solution to a problem
in a geographic area or in an industry segment where we don’t have the depth
of expertise in our office, is huge for a lot of our clients,” said Gary Johnson,
managing partner at Johnson Advisors and former Chairman and Board Member
of Allinial Global.
Allinial Global provides dedicated regional liaisons with extensive connections in
the Americas, EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa), and Asia-Pacific. It also promotes connectivity through global relationships with both individual and organizational members and partners. Through them, Johnson Advisors is able to
partner with both domestic and international firms that hold themselves to
their own same high standards.
As an Allinial Global member, Johnson Advisors is proud to be an independently
owned firm that has passed the high standards of association membership.
Though each accepted firm excels in its own right, the strong relationships developed between peer firms combined with a free and fruitful exchange of ideas
ultimately advance service outcomes of all members.
Johnson Advisors also ensures continual competitive improvement in the everevolving business landscape by taking advantage of Allinial Global’s professional
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development and technical training, thought leadership, and industry-specific
resources. Due to their technical excellence, many Allinial Global members have
been appointed to prestigious committees and boards such the AICPA’s Technical Issues Committees, Employee Benefit Plans Expert Panel, Forensics and
Valuation Services Executive Committee, and numerous State Boards of Accountancy. There’s not a single question that cannot be answered within the
Allinial Global membership because its collective experience offers both depth
and breadth.
Most important, though, is the shared Allinial Global commitment to provide
the most client-centric service possible. When needed, the ability to leverage its
membership in order to find not just an adequate solution to a client’s business
needs, but the best-in-class solution anywhere in the world, sets Johnson Advisors apart from all other firms in Southern Nevada.
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Johnson Advisors is a progression of the CPA firm founded in Las Vegas in 1981.
The firm focusses on closely-held business clients and their owners in a variety
of industries, with an emphasis in construction, real estate development, manufacturing, gaming and large-chain gasoline/convenience store operators. Services include profitability and cash flow planning, succession planning, strategic
planning, business expansion, transactional consultation and planning, income
tax compliance and planning, and financial statement audit and assurance.
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